Speed booms detection for a ground vehicle with computer vision
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Abstract: - This article describes a new stereo vision system for ground vehicle to detect speed bumps. The damage for cross speed bumps fast can result in harms to people breakdowns to vehicles. In this paper we propose speed booms detection method using Disparity, Border detection, Morphological Image processing, Canny edge detector. The system was built using two web cameras. The importance of this work is to present a methodology to detect speed booms in a ground vehicle.
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1 Introduction

Every time that vehicle goes fast over a speed bump, it could be damaged; some of its mechanical parts could deteriorate progressively. For humans detect an obstacle is easy, it is not required a conscious effort, nevertheless for a computer machine is a complex task. Some factors like: different conditions of illumination, shadows, highlights and noise, makes difficult the obstacle detection. Due to vehicle movement the detection must be quickly in order to warn the driver on time to decrease speed prior to hit the speed bump. The present paper is looking to detect speed booms using computer vision to warn the driver.

Hee, Chang y Moon [1], describe a system using computer vision for urban operation of unmanned ground vehicle, They locate lane mark and speed bumps to safely and autonomously navigate an urban roadway, to detect the lane mark, the Hough Transform is used and Color detection is used because speed bumps (in Korea) have a standard alternating white and orange color pattern. The reference [2] identifies unobstructed space in front of a moving passenger car by means of a single monochrome camera. The algorithm is divided in two main parts. For the first part a model is used to road border recognition, the second part is the detection of obstacles within the road boundaries. With a single monocular camera the range information of the distance between the vehicle and the obstacle is being missed. In [2] they work with odometry and optical flow.

N.Suganuma, M.Shimoyama, N.Fujiwara in [3] propose road shape recognition method using Dynamic Programming, using virtual disparity objects can be detected even though if the vehicle has large roll movement. However, the system has still problem when a road shape cannot be approximated as a flat plane.

Kunsoo Huh, Jaehak Park, Junyeon Hwang, Daegun Hong in [4] they present a system that utilizes feature matching, epipolar constraint and a feature aggregation in order to detect robustly the initial corresponding pairs. The proposed system can detect a front obstacle, a leading vehicle and a vehicle cutting into the lane. Then the position parameters of the obstacles and leading vehicles can be obtained.

2 Methodology to detect speed booms

The figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the methodology proposal to detect speed booms.

![Figure 1 Schematic of our methodology to recognize the speed booms](image)

2.1 Capture images a)b)c)

These processes are represented by the blocks a) b) and c) in the figure 1, in our program of capture we get 50 pairs from two cameras web, the images are recorded in ram memory and after copy in hard disk for posterior calculates, the speed of capture is 27 frames per second so every 37 milliseconds we have a capture. We get the images in sequence left, right, left and so on.

2.2 Image cut d)e)

These processes are represented by the blocks d) and e) in the figure 1, we look to recognize the road and we do not have interest in: the sky, trees, houses, in [1] and [2] they discriminate objects of no interest. In our work we cut the images with triangle shape, all the intensity of the pixels that are outside the triangle are set to zero. The triangle has constant coordinates because of this reason it could be think not always the road will be inside the triangle, however after testing different images is enough the triangle to get the road, in figure 2 we show our method to cut with triangle shape.

![Figure 2 Cut images](image)

2.3 Canny to left and right images f) g)

These processes are represented by the blocks f) and g) in the figure 1, the canny algorithm is used to get the edges of the speed booms, and we used Matlab to apply canny, with good results.

![Figure 3 Truncated triangle model of the speed booms](image)

2.3 Bottom edge detection h) i)

These processes are represented by the blocks h) i) in the figure 1. For our purpose the speed booms can be modeled by truncated triangle figure 3. The longest edge is the speed booms bottom side. The algorithm canny is applied to get the speed booms edges and the horizontal line that has a graters number of pixels, is the one at the bottom of the speed booms.

2.3 Crop the images h) i)

This process is edge alignment of left and right is represented by the block (j) in the figure 1. With the information given by the edges recognition, it is possible to calculate the displacement between the bottom edges from right to left speed booms images.
This displacement is originated because of the different time of capture for the two cameras in our case this time is approximately 27 milliseconds. The right image was displaced and had to be cut again with shape triangle. When we take disparity from left and right images, the cut triangle appears like and unreal object that is not good result, for that reason we cut again the image like in block e) disappearing the triangle in the disparity map.

If we had the coordinates of speed booms edges highest and lowest. It would be possible to contrast the colors between that coordinate. The speed booms in Mexico are usually painted white and yellow figure 4, we translate this colors to red and green respectively figure 5, to make easy the contrast between right and left images in calculate of disparity map, when the images left and right have been cut, aligned and painted we get the disparity map using the program Stereo Plus.

This process is edge alignment of left and right the represented by the block (j) in the figure 1. With the information given by the recognition edges, it is possible to calculate the displacement between the bottom edges from right to left speed booms images. This displacement is originated for the different time of capture for the two cameras in our case this time is approximately 27 milliseconds. The right image was displaced and it has been cut again with shape triangle. When we take disparity from left and right images, the cut triangle appears like and unreal object that is not good result, we cut again the image like in block e) disappearing the triangle in the disparity map.

2.4 Dilatation and erosion k)

This process is represented by the block (k). For isolate the speed booms disparity from other elements we apply erosion [6] two times with structural element [1 1 1; 1 1 1] and [1 0 1 0 1] after that, we apply dilation [6] with structural element('octagon',3) and ('rectangle',[1 70]).

3 Results

Test have been done with real speed booms with different distances from speed booms to vehicle, we used two cameras web Logitech pro 9000 Figure 10 and usb 2.0 and even the cameras can give a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels, a resolution of 320x240 pixels was used, we used a laptop Acer Aspire One, with processor Atolom 1.6GHZ and 1 GRam, we run in Windows XP and using OpenCvLibraries.

The tests were carried out at 2 pm time of Mexico City, it was a sun day.

Figure 6 a) Two cameras, b) zoom to camera

3.1 Large distance speed booms

Approximately at the middle of the figure 7 a speed booms can be seen. A little line far in distance in road and a wall is seen too. We applied the methodology describe before to recognize the obstacles.

Figure 7 Speed booms far a) left and b) right image taken in Mexico City

In Figure 8 a) and b) left and right images can be seen only a triangle area. The roadway is gray and the speed booms looks like a thin clear horizontal line, a shade of a tree is in the bottom right image. A parabola open up is seen it is caused by the reflex board car. The result to apply canny algorithm to figure 8 a) and b) is shown in c) d), before we tested several thresholds for canny algorithm, we chose 0.1 because if we used 0 many edges appear, if we used 0.9 a black image would be obtained.
In the figure 8 e) f) we drew two horizontals lines at the border of each speed booms, if the two images were taken simultaneous, and the cameras were collinear, the horizontal line that we drew will would have the same position respect (x) exe but there is a little difference. In figure 9 a) and b) the right image has been aligned up, next the speed booms highlighted in red and green figure 9 c) and d) to get a better result in disparity algorithm. The block matching method to disparity compare intensity from the left to right images that is way we put color in order to enhance this matching.

In Figure 10 we show the disparity map obtained with the input of the figure 9 c) and d), next erosion and dilation is applied and we get the figure 11 a) in where we can see two rectangles with different gray intensity, which means different distance of the objects. For a far and near object we got 44 and 50 disparity respectively. We took the cut left and right images and applied disparity with out aligned, we got the image of the figure 11 b).

3.2 Mid distance speed booms
The Figure 12 shows images from of speed booms at midway distance from the cameras, we cut the images that we have described before, with a triangle shape figure 13 a) and b). White and yellow triangles can be seen on the speed booms. The result of applying canny to figure 13 a) and b) are shown in figure 13 c) and d), the lines that form the speed boom look like steers, look figure 13 c) d) the upper edge of the speed booms has longer straight line that the bottom edge so our algorithm fails to find the correct bottom edge. If we aligned the upper edge with the bottom edge of speed booms figure 13 a) b) we would have a mistake.
3.2 Near distance speed booms

In Figure 19 left and right images of a near speed booms are shown, we applied the same methodology that we have been using, because of speed booms is closer to the vehicle, the disparity is bigger than the disparity of midway speed booms.
In figure 23 we put red color in yellow triangles of the speed booms with the goal of making easy the correlation in the block matching algorithm for the disparity calculation. We apply the stereo plus software to the figure 23 and we get the figure 24 a). In Figure 24 a) we can appreciate two objects one of them is the near speed booms. We apply erosion and dilation to Figure 24 a) and we get figure 24 b) we got two objects that represent two obstacles one with disparity of (143 to 173) and the other with disparity of 103 that mean that one is closer than other.

In the figure 20 c) and d) we can recognize two obstacles, at the bottom is the speed boom and the edges that form the white and yellow triangles are visible. In Figure 21 a) b) we drew a straight line at the bottom edge of each speed booms image and can be seen that the lines do not match each other. In Figure 22 we align the right image to match the left image.

In figure 24 b) we did not align the images so we recognize two objects one with disparity of 140 to 172 and the other with disparity of 89, so one is closer than other.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we propose a method to detect speed booms, using: disparity, canny, color recognition and align the right image to the left, we use two cameras web plugged by USB, one capture is first than other that is why we aligned the right image, we use as reference the bottom edge of a speed booms using canny algorithm to detect the bottom edge but is not always a straight line the bottom edge for that reason some times we fail to detect the bottom edge of the speed booms in that cases it is better not to aligned the images. When the vehicle is moving in conditions of real live, the left and right camera can receive different quantity of light, that is because shadows of trees and buildings cover one of the cameras or reflex of other vehicles etc, causing that the left or right image is shinier than the other, difficulting the block
matching algorithm to get correctly disparity. In several test that we did, we conclude that is enough to cut the images in shape triangle to get road navigation. There are some roads where there are not lanes like in figure 12.
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